
Theotokopoulos before El Greco

Two paintings on display
at the exhibition at the
Byzantine & Christian Art
Museum in Athens: ‘St
Luke Painting the Virgin’
(1560-1565) (left) and
‘The Dormition of the
Virgin’ (1565-1567)
(right).

By Youli Eptakoili

The illustrated codex painted by Greek painter and miniaturist Georgios Klontzas, a work belonging
to the Marciana Library in Venice, was being carefully placed in a glass displace case at the
Byzantine & Christian Art Museum in Athens ahead of a press conference earlier this week on the El
Greco exhibition marking the 400th anniversary of the grand master’s death.

“A long, difficult preparation, which lasted nearly three years, has come to a close,” the Culture
Ministry’s general secretary Lina Mendoni told journalists ahead of the official opening on
Wednesday. Exhibitions on the Crete-born artist, better known here as Domenikos Theotokopoulos
(1541 - 7 April 1614), have already been staged on the southern island, as well as at the Benaki
Museum and the Museum of Cycladic Art in Athens. Each of these shows casts light on a different
aspect of the artist. It is the first time that Greece has staged exhibitions about Theotokopoulos in a
systematic manner.

The title of this exhibition, “Domenikos Theotokopoulos Before El Greco,” is revealing: The works
presented here, crafted by the artist himself as well as his contemporaries, highlight the social and
artistic environment of 16th-century Crete. During that time, painting reached stunning levels of
artistry. Also, it was the time that shaped the personality of Theotokopoulos before he left for
Venice in 1567.

The exhibition is divided into three parts. The first section takes us to Venetian Crete in the 16th
century. The works on display document the trade routes, military might, social stratification,
economy and religion.

Section 2 presents the scholarly environment that influenced Theotokopoulos, his readings and
cultural events in cosmopolitan Cretan towns. The exhibition showcases the efforts of Cretan
painters to bridge Byzantine and Western tradition.

“I believe that in terms of research and expressing fresh opinions, this is a very important
exhibition,” said the museum’s outgoing director Anastasia Lazaridou.

“With works [belonging to Greek collections] and loans from foreign institutions we are trying to
recreate the social fabric of Crete in all facets of life,” she said.

The exhibition will remian on display at the Byzantine & Christian Art Museum (22 Vassilissis Sofias,
tel 210.721.1027, www.byzantinemuseum.gr) through March 31. The catalog will be published in
the coming weeks.
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Four hundred years after his death, Greece reclaims the artist El GrecoFive exhibitions in Athens alone to honour the Crete-born painter DoménikosTheotokópoulos who lived in Spain

An exhibition of El Greco's works at the Benaki museum in Athens – a tribute to the400th anniversary of the death of Spanish Renaissance artist. Photograph: MilosBicanski/Getty ImagesHelena Smith in AthensEl Greco may have left Crete, never to return, in his early 20s, but 400 years after hisdeath, Greece – and his island birthplace – are leading the rest of the world incelebrating the man whose works were widely seen as the precursor to modern art.“The Greeks have been keen to recognise his Greekness,” said Richard Kagan, emeritusprofessor of history at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, who has helped curateone of a number of El Greco exhibitions.“But, in truth, he never lost his Greek identity. Until his death [in 1614], he was astranger in a foreign land and he always signed his works as DoménikosTheotokópoulos,” Kagan saidfrom Philadelphia. “He was aware and proud of hisGreekness.”Few masters have gone in and out of fashion as much as El Greco who, after studyingiconography in Crete, moved to Venice then Rome before establishing himself inToledo, Spain.Embraced by the great painters of the High Renaissance, he was dumped by theirBaroque successors, his style subsequently decried during the Age of Enlightenment asoverly dramatic and unnatural.“He neither had followers nor supporters in the 17th and 18th centuries when criticsregarded him as an oddball, a man apart,” said Kagan, an authority on the painter’sSpanish period. “His work was viewed as capricious, extravagant even.”



But now the painter is being hailed as the rule breaker par excellence. From BuenosAires to Madrid, Washington to Warsaw, exhibitions this year have honoured the manwho produced a style so modern it would be taken up by the expressionists and thelikes of Pablo Picasso at the turn of the 20th century. In Toledo, his adopted home town,the largest ever exhibition of his oeuvre took place this year.In Athens, where Spain’s Greek-born Queen Sophia, mother of the current King Felipe,inaugurated two major El Greco shows last week, tight budgets have yielded anotherapproach: with works in short supply, the focus has instead been on illuminating thepainter’s life. In the Greek capital alone, five major museums are dedicating exhibitionsto the artist in this, the Year of El Greco.The Byzantine and Christian museum has announced its retrospective will be calledDoménikos Theotokópoulos before El Greco. “The exhibition seeks to shed light on thesocial and artistic environment of 16th-century Crete where Theotokópoulos’personality was formed before he left Candia [the old name for Crete] for Venice in1567,” it said of the show, which opens on 3 December.For a long time, the extent of El Greco’s links to Greece were little known, despite hisnickname meaning “the Greek” in Spanish. Just as the artist defied categorisation –viewed as so idiosyncratic he belonged to no conventional school – traces of his life onCrete also seemed invisible.In sharp contrast to Toledo, where scholars have discovered his social circle includedGreeks – with some serving as witnesses in the headstrong painter’s many lawsuitswith clients – it was not until 50 years ago that his apprenticeship in a workshop onCrete came to light. The island, then a possession of the republic of Venice, was the seatof iconographers trained in the Byzantine tradition.“Until 1960, when documents were discovered, we didn’t know anything about hispresence on Crete,” said Nicos Hadjinicolaou, Greece’s pre-eminent authority on theartist.He added that it was not until 1982, when two books were found – one in a bookshopand another in the national library – that scholars had any idea of his personalopinions.In both tomes, unearthed by Spanish scholars, El Greco had scribbled his thoughts onart and architecture. The marginalia debunked the myth that the painter was religious,inspired by Spanish mysticism to draw serpentine figures in other worldly light. “Thediscoveries were the beginnings of this new burst of current interest in El Greco,” saidKagan.“They led to new interpretations about a man who clearly fashioned himself as an artistphilosopher and who, arguably, was Greece’s most famous artist after Phidias.”


